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DECISION AND REASONS

lntroduction

This was a hearing before a panel of the Discipline Committee (the "Panel") of the

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (the "College") held on Feb 28,2022 (the "Hearing").

The College has a mandate to regulate the practice of the chiropractic profession and to

govern its members and, in so doing, serve and protect the public interest.

The Hearing was held virtually using video conferencing with the consent of the parties

to comply with Provincial physical distancing recommendations.

The Alleqations

The allegations against Dr. Allan Bortnick (the "Member") were set out in the Notice of

Hearing, dated April 12,2021. The Notice of Hearing was entered as Exhibit 1. The

allegations contained in the Notice of Hearing are attached as Appendix "A".

Mr. Paliare on behalf of the College stated that discussions with the Member had

resulted in a Resolution Agreement. The College and the Member would therefore be

jointly presenting an Agreed Statement of Facts and, if that were accepted by the Panel,

a Joint Submission as to Penalty and Costs would then be made.

Aqreed Statement of Facts

The Agreed Statement of Facts2 which had been signed by the parties was entered as

Exhibit 2. During the course of the submissions that followed, Mr. Paliare reviewed the

Agreed Statement of Facts in its entirety. The Agreed Statement of Facts, Exhibit 2,

provided as follows:

2 The evening before the Hearing, the anticipated exhibits 1,2, and 3 were delivered to the Panel

members in the interests of hearing economy and on consent of the parties.
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Backqround

Dr. Allan Bortnick ("Member") became a member of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO') in 1977.

1

2

3

4

Dr. Bortnick is also a member of the College of Naturopaths of Ontario

("coNo").

Dr. Bortnick practices chiropractic and naturopathy at his private clinic

("Clinic") in Toronto, Ontario.

Re: Patient A.

Patient A. attended at the Clinic on June 29,2A15 because she was clenching

her teeth, had posture concerns and muscle tension, and wanted to replace

her orthotics.

Patient A. signed one consent form for chiropractic treatment and one for

naturopathic treatment. She did not sign a consent form for orthotics and

there is no documentation in her patient record indicating she provided

informed consent for orthotics.

6. Dr. Bortnick did not advise Patient A. as to what capacity he was treating her

(i.e., chiropractor or naturopath) or otherwise comply with the requirements

set out in CCO Standard 5-011 - Members of More Than One Health

Profession to ensure there was a clear separation of professional services.

T. Dr. Bortnick prepared two sets of clinical notes for Patient A. There are

significant similarities between the notes, and there is no indication on them

as to when or why they were prepared.

5
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8. Dr. Bortnick documented taking a history and making cerlain findings

findings. He also documented performing Nambudripad's Allergy Elimination

Technique ("NAET"), a technique used to identify and treat allergies, based

on a form of muscle response testing. NAET is not taught in accredited

schools of naturopathy or chiropractic, but naturopaths and chiropractors, as

well as other health professionals, can be trained and certified through NAET.

g. Dr. Bortnick did not document an assessment, diagnosis or treatment plan in

the notes. He documented adjusting Patient A.'s mandible and sacrum and

prescribing and selling her tinctures and orthotics.

10. Patient A.'s evidence is that, while Dr. Bortnick was conducting his

assessment, he touched her buttocks and hips. He did not tell her in advance

he would be touching her buttocks and hips and she did not consent to him

doing so.

11. Patient A.'s evidence is that, during the session, Dr. Bortnick performed what

he called an "abdominal lift" on her. Dr. Bortnick told Patient A. to lay face

down on a treatment table. He put his left hand between her abdomen and

the table and used the fingers on his left hand to press inwards where her

abdomen ended and pubis began and upwards toward her ribs. His other

hand was on her tailbone with his fingers on her buttocks pointing towards

her feet. Dr. Bortnick did not describe to Patient A. how he would perform the

abdominal lift, and did not obtain her informed consent to the procedure as

per the CCO's standards of practice.

12.Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have said that his touching of Patient A.'s

hips, buttocks and pubis symphysis area was of a clinical and not a sexual

nature. However, Dr. Bortnick admits that he failed to adequately explain to

Patient A. the nature of the assessment and treatment he was proposing to
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provide and the reason for it. He did not obtain informed consent for the

assessment or treatment as required by CCO standards of practice. He did

not adequately document the assessment or the treatment in Patient A.'s

chart.

13. Patient A.'s evidence is that Dr. Bortnick touched her breasts while palpating

her chest area and did not obtain informed consent to do so. There is no

documentation in her records indicating he touched her breasts. There was

no clinical reason for Dr. Bortnick to do so.

Re; B.

14. Patient B. attended at Dr. Bortnick's office on December 9, 2014, for NAET

she was complaining of food sensitivities and had a skin rash.

l5.Patient B. signed one consent form for chiropractic treatment and one for

naturopathic treatment. She did not sign a consent form for orthotics and

there is no documentation in her patient record indicating she provided

informed consent for orthotics.

16. Dr. Bortnick did not advise Patient B. as to what capacity he was treating her

(i.e., chiropractor or naturopath) or otherwise comply with the requirements

set out in CCO Standard 5-011 - Members of More Than One Health

Profession to ensure there was a clear separation of professional services.

17.Dr. Bortnick prepared two sets of clinical notes for Patient B. There are

significant similarities between the notes, and there is no indication on them

as to when and why they were prepared. He did not document an

assessment, diagnosis or treatment plan in the notes.
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18. Patient B.'s evidence is that, during the course of the assessment, Dr.

Bortnick touched her buttocks and hips. He did not tell her in advance he

would be touching her buttocks and hips and she did not consent to him doing

SO

lg.Patient B,'s evidence is that, during the course of the assessment, Dr

Bortnick touched or grazed her breasts on two occasions.

20.Among other things, Dr. Bortnick documented performing a bladder lift on

Patient B. According to Patient 8., Dr. Bortnick spoke to her about a bladder

lift but did not provide her with any options about receiving it and did not tell

her what her what would be involved. She did not provide informed consent

to the bladder lift.

21.For the bladder lift, Dr. Bortnick had Patient B. lay face down on a treatment

table, and then he placed a hand under her abdomen, below her belly button

and close to her pubis symphysis and pressed in the area of her bladder in

an upwards motion. During part of the procedure, his hand was lower on her

abdomen over her pubis symphysis with his fingers pointing down between

her legs.

22.Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have said that his touching of Patient B.'s

hips, buttocks and pubis symphysis area was of a clinical nature and not a

sexual nature. He would have said any touching of Patient B.'s breasts was

accidental.

23.Dr. Bortnick also advised Patient B. to obtain orthotics and took moulds of her

feet. Patient B. did not provide informed consent to orthotics.
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24.Dr. Bortnick admits that he failed to adequately explain to Patient B. the

nature of the assessment and treatments he was proposing to provide and

the reasons for them. He did not obtain informed consent for the assessment

or treatments. He did not appropriately document the assessment or the

treatments in Patient B.'s chart.

Re: Patient C.

25. On April 7, 2013, the Member treated Patient C. in her home. Patient C. had

a history of falls. No cause for the falls had been identified, despite extensive

medical testing. She had contacted the Member as a last resort, based on

her understanding that, as a naturopath, he might be able to identify any

vitamin or mineral deficiencies which could be related to the falls.

26. Patient C. signed a consent form for naturopathic treatment. She did not sign

a consent form for orthotics and there is no documentation in her patient

record indicating she provided informed consent for orthotics.

27.Dr. Bortnick prepared two sets of clinical notes. There are significant

similarities between the notes, and there is no indication on them as to when

and why they were prepared.

28.Dr. Bortnick did not advise Patient C. in what capacity he was treating her

(i.e., chiropractor or naturopath) or othenruise comply with the requirements

set out in CCO Standard 5-011 - Members of More Than One Health

Profession to ensure there was a clear separation of professional services.

He documented adjusting the patient and providing her with orthotics, which

he would have done in his capacity as a chiropractor.
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29.Dr. Bortnick did not document an assessment, diagnosis or treatment plan in

the notes.

30. Patient C.'s evidence is that, during the course of his assessment, Dr.

Bortnick touched her breasts. Dr. Bortnick did not tell Patient C. that he would

be touching her breasts or explain why he was doing it. Patient C. never

consented to him touching her breasts. Dr. Bortnick did not document

performing a breast exam or othennrise touching the patient's breasts in his

clinical notes. There was no clinical reason for Dr. Bortnick to touch the

patient's breasts.

31.Among other things, Dr. Bortnick performed a stomach lift on Patient C.,

similar to the lifts he performed on Patient A. and Patient B. According to

Patient C., Dr. Bortnick did not obtain informed consent for the procedure, or

her consent for him to touch her abdomen below her navel.

32. Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have said the stomach lift was touching

of a clinical and not a sexual nature.

33. Dr. Bortnick also advised Patient C. to obtain orthotics and took moulds of

her feet. Patient C. did not provide informed consent to orthotics.

34. Dr. Borlnick admits that he failed to adequately explain to Patient C. the

nature of the assessment and treatments he was proposing to provide and

the reasons for them. He did not obtain informed consent for the assessment

or treatments. He did not appropriately document the assessment or the

treatments in Patient C.'s chart.
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Re: Patient D.

35. On March 31,2011, Patient D. saw the Member for mid to low back pain

30. Dr. Borlnick prepared two sets of clinical notes for Patient D. There are

significant similarities between the notes, and there is no indication on them

as to when and why they were prepared.

37.Dr. Bortnick did not document an assessment, diagnosis or treatment plan

38. During the course of the session, Dr. Bortnick applied pressure to Patient D.'s

lower abdomen. His hand covered her pubis symphysis with his fingers

pointing towards her feet. He pressed down on her pubis symphysis and

lower abdomen three or four times. Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have

said that pressing on Patient D.'s lower abdomen and pubis symphysis was

of a clinical and not a sexual nature.

3g. Dr. Bortnick prescribed and sold Patient D. herbal medication. He also

documented performing an abdominal lift and NAET testing on her. Patient

D. did not know if Dr. Bortnick was providing her chiropractic or naturopathic

treatment and she was confused.

40. Dr. Bortnick admits that he failed to adequately explain to Patient D. the

nature of the assessment and treatments he was proposing to provide and

the reasons for them. He did not obtain informed consent for the assessment

or treatments. He did not appropriately document the assessment or the

treatments in Patient D.'s chart.
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Re.' E"

41. ln 2008, Patient E. sought treatment from Dr. Bortnick because her back was

stiff between her shoulder blades and up to the lower part of her neck'

42.There are no records for Patient E. Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have

said he destroyed ihem after 7 years, as permitted by law.

43. Patient E. received two treatments from Dr. Bortnick. Patient E.'s evidence is

that, during the first treatment while Dr. Bortnick was assessing her, he

touched her breasts. Patient E. was wearing a gown over her bra at the time

and the touching was done over her clothes.

44. Patient E.'s evidence is that during a second treatment, Dr. Bortnick again

touched her breasts. He also massaged the top of her buttocks down to the

top of her inter-gluteal cleft.

45. Dr. Bortnick never told Patient E. that he would be touching her breasts or

her buttocks and she never provided consent for him to do so'

46. Dr. Bortnick admits that the touching of Patient E.'s breasts was not clinically

necessary. Had he testified, Dr. Bortnick would have said that massaging her

buttocks was clinically necessary but he should have explained to her in

advance about what he proposed to do and obtained her informed consent

before touching that sensitive area.

Re: "Patient F"

47.On October 6, 2003, Patient F. saw Dr. Bortnick because she had stiffness in

her neck and shoulders and a tingling sensation in her fingers.
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48.There are no records for Patient F. Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have

said he destroyed them after 7 years, as permitted by law.

49. Patient F.'s evidence is that, while Dr. Bortnick was assessing her, he put his

hands in front of her, brushing under and across her breasts. He never told

her he would be touching her breasts and she never provided consent for him

to do so.

50. Had Dr. Bortnick testified, he would have said that any touching of Patient

F.'s breasts was accidental and done without her consent. He also would

have said that he ought to have explained to Patient F. that the touching of

her breasts was accidental.

CCO Standards of ctice and Guidelines

h) of Practice

51. CCO members are required to practise within the chiropractic scope of

practice as set out in the Chiropractic Act, 1991, and CCO Standard of

Practice S-001 as follows:

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related
to the spine, nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention

and treatment, primarily by adjustment, of, (a) dysfunctions or
disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the
effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system;
and (b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or
functions of the joints.

52.A member must take reasonable steps to ensure that when providing

chiropractic care, any proposed diagnostic or therapeutic procedures to be

used for the benefit of a patient relate to the chiropractic scope of practice.

For a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure to be acceptable for clinical
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purposes it must be taught in the core curriculum, post-graduate curriculum

or continuing education division of an accredited educational institution.

(bl Record Keepinq

53. CCO Standard 5-002 Record Keeping requires members to keep legible and

accurate patient records for an initial patient visit that include:

the patient's name, address, birth date and gender, the dates
of each of the patient's visits to the member, a reference
identifying the patient, and the name/address of the primary
treating chiropractor, on each separate page, and the
name(s) of relevant referring health professionals, if
appropriate a consultation related to the patient's presenting
condition and/or goals;
the patient's chief complaints/concerns and supporting data
including relevant past health history;
documentation of an assessment of chiropractic conditions
related to the spine, nervous system and joints that is

sufficiently comprehensive to document the need for care,
including, as appropriate, activities of daily living
questionnaires, diagnostic imaging, analog pain scales, leg
length checks, muscle function testing, neurological testing,
orthopedic testing, palpation, posture evaluation, range of
motion, reflexes, sensory testing, and trigger points, and
which is sufficient to permit the member to document:.

. evidence of the patient's current condition;

. diagnosis or clinical impression related to the scope
of practice consistent with CCO Standard of
Practice 5-008, Communicating a Diagnosis; and

. a plan of care for the patient.
the obtaining of informed consent, consistent with Standard of
Practice S-013: Consent; and
reasonable information about what care was provided, who
provided the care and the location of where the care was
delivered.
Patient charts should not be rewritten, and any amendments
to charts should be initialled, dated, and indicate what change
was made.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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(ct lnformed Consent

54.A member must obtain the patient's consent to the use of all diagnostic and

therapeutic procedures, consistent with CCO Standard S-013: Consent.

Consent must be fully informed, voluntarily given, related to the patient's

condition and circumstances, not obtained through fraud or

misrepresentation, and evidenced in a written form signed by the patient or

othenrrrise documented in the patient record.

55.1n order to be informed, consent to an examination, care or a plan of care, or

treatment must include a discussion of issues relevant to the consent,

including:

. What is the recommended examination, care or plan of care?

. Why should the patient have the examination, care or plan of care?

. What are the alternatives to the examination, care or plan of care?

. What are the effects, material risks and side effects of the proposed
examination, care or plan of care and how they compare to the
alternatives?

. What are the likely consequences if the patient does not have the
examination, care or plan of care?

56. During an informed consent discussion, a member must provide a patient with

an opportunity to ask questions concerning the proposed examination, care

or plan of care and should answer questions prior to the commencement of

the examination or care. A patient may withdraw his/her consent to any

examination, care or plan of care at any time. The standard of disclosure

focuses on the patient and what a reasonable person in the patient's position

would need to know to make an informed decision. Members are advised to

err on the side of caution in providing comprehensive disclosure.

57. Patients are entitled to know why, where and when they are to be touched. lf

a sensitive area is involved (e.g., breast, gluteal and inner thigh), a member
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must recognize that the patient controls consent, ensure that a patient

understands at all times what is being done, and should touch the patient

carefully with the patient's guidance, participation and consent, constantly

checking for the level of understanding and consent by the patient. Patient

consent can be withdrawn at any time.

(dl Orthotics

58.CCO Standard of Practice S-012, sets out the requirements for members to

prescribe, manufacture, sell or dispense orthotics.

59.ln chiropractic, orthotics may be indicated when there is a biomechanical

problem caused by the foot not being in the correct position.

60.1n order to appropriately diagnose the need for orthotics, a member must

obtain a relevant case history, pedorm an.adequate examination including

gait and postural analysis, and rule out possible pathologies. The patient's

informed consent is required for orthotics. Members are required to ensure

that the orthotics dispensed meet the prescription and the contours of the

patient's foot.

6'l.4 member shall provide advice to a patient in a manner that can be

understood by the patient regarding short-term instructions for usage of the

orthotics, recommendations for developing tolerance and acceptance of

orthotics, reasonable expectations as to the outcomes of the orthotics, and

examples of appropriate use of orthotics in footwear, based on the patient's

condition and/or activities.

62.lnformed consent for orthotics must be evidenced in a written form signed by

the patient or otheruuise documented in the patient health record.
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e Health

63.All CCO members are required to conform to the standards of practice for

chiropractic.

64.1f a chiropractor is also a member of more than one health profession, CCO

Standard of Practice S-011 requires such a member to communicate clearly

to a patient in what capacity they are acting. The intent is that patients

understand when they are receiving care from a chiropractor who is acting in

his capacity as a chiropractor and when they are receiving care from a

chiropractor who is acting in his capacity as a member of another health

profession.

65.1f a chiropractor is providing services as a member of another health

profession other than chiropractic, he is required to inform the patient of that

fact and that the regulation of his services falls under the jurisdiction of the

regulatory body of the other health profession. Similarly, the separation of

professional services must be clearly delineated, and documented in the

patient's health record, financial record, and any document related to

consent.

Admissions and Pleas

66. Dr. Bortnick and the CCO agree that, with respect to the Notice of Hearing

dated April 12,2A21:

a. Allegation 1: Dr. Bortnick does not contest (neither admits or denies)

the evidence of Patient A., Patient C. and Patient E. in relation to his

touching of their breasts. The panel of the Discipline Committee has
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sufficient evidence before it to find that he sexually abused these

three patients as set out in Allegation 1(a), 1(c), and 1(e). The CCO

withdraws allegations 1(b), 1(d) and 1(f).

b. Allegation 2: Dr. Bortnick admits that he contravened a standard of

practice of the profession or failed to maintain the standard of

practice expected of members of the profession with respect to his

failure to obtain and document informed consent, and failure to

assess, treat or document in accordance with CCO standards of

practice with respect to Patients A., 8., C., and D, and therefore

admits to allegations 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) . Dr. Bortnick admits

he failed to obtain informed consent from Patient E and F and failed

to assess and treat them in accordance with CCO standards of

practice and therefore admits to allegations 2(e) and 2(f1.

c. Allegation 3: Dr. Bortnick admits that he did not obtain informed

consent for his assessments and treatments of Patients A, B, C, D,

E, and F and admits to allegations 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), 3(d) 3(e) and 3(f).

d. Allegation 4: The CCO withdraws allegation 4.

e. Allegation 5: Dr. Bortnick admits that he provided therapeutic

services that were not necessary to Patients A, B, C, D, E, and F and

admits to allegations 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), 5(d), 5(e) and 5(0.

f. Allegation 6: Dr. Bortnick admits that he failed to keep records as

required by the regulations in relation to Patients A, B, C, and D, and

admits to allegations 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d). The CCO withdraws

allegations 6(e) and 6(f).

g. Allegation 7: The CCO withdraws allegation 7.

h. Allegation B: The CCO withdraws allegation 8.

i. Allegation 9: The CCO withdraws allegation 9.

j Allegation 10: Dr. Bortnick admits that with respect to Patients A, B,

C, D, E, and F, he engaged in conduct or performed an act that would

reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceful, dishonourable
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and unprofessional, and therefore admits to allegations 10(a), 10(b),

10(c), 10(d), 10(e) and 10(f).

Dr. Bortnick acknowledges that he received advice from his counsel, Gary

Srebrolow, prior to entering into this Resolution Agreement, and affirms that he is

signing the Agreed Statement of Facts freely and voluntarily.

A plea inquiry was conducted by the Panel Chair. At the conclusion of that process, the

Panel was satisfied that the admissions of professional misconduct by the Member were

voluntary, informed, and unequivocal.

Decision

The Panel heard submissions by Mr. Paliare on behalf of the College, and Mr.

Srebrolow on behalf of the Member, with respect to the Agreed Statement of Facts.

During the course of those submissions the parties highlighted the admitted facts and

invited the Panelto make findings against the Member. ln addition, the Panel sought

and obtained advice from its independent legal counsel, who reminded the Panel that

only the Agreed Statement of Facts could form the basis for their findings at this

hearing.

After deliberation, the Panel accepted the Agreed Statement of Facts and was satisfied

that the admissions of professional misconduct made by the Member were supported by

the agreed-upon facts contained in the Agreed Statement of Facts.

Consequently, we made findings of professional misconduct against Dr. Allan Bortnick

in relation to the admitted allegations set out in the Notice of Hearing (Exhibit 1) and the

admitted facts. ln particular, the Panel found that the Member has:
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a. in relation to Patient A., Patient C., and Patient E. sexually abused these

three patients as set out in Allegation '1(a), 1(c), and 1(e).

b. contravened a standard of practice of the profession and failed to maintain

the standard of practice expected of members of the profession with

respect to his failure to obtain and document informed consent, and failure

to assess, treat, or document in accordance with CCO standards of

practice with respect to Patients A., 8., C., and D., as set out in allegations

2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d).

c. failed to obtain informed consent from Patient E. and F. and failed to

assess and treat them in accordance with CCO standards of practice as

set out in allegations 2(e) and 2(f).

d. failed to obtain informed consent for his assessments and treatments of

Patients A., 8., C., D., E., and F., as set out in allegations 3(a), 3(b), 3(c)'

3(d) 3(e) and 3(f).

e. provided therapeutic services that were not necessary to Patients A., 8.,

C., D., E., and F. as set out in allegations 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), 5(d), 5(e), and

5(0

f . failed to keep records as required by the regulations in relation to Patients

A., B., C., and D. as set out in allegations 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d)'

g. with respect to Patients A., 8., C., D., E., and F. engaged in conduct and

performed an act that would reasonably be regarded by members as

disgraceful, dishonourable, and unprofessional, as set out in allegations

10(a), 10(b), 10(c), 10(d), 10(e) and 10(f).
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Withdrawn Alleoations

As part of deliberations in considering the Agreed Statement of Facts, the Panel

reviewed the withdrawn allegations. While being mindful of the admitted facts, the Panel

considered the appropriateness of withdrawing these allegations. Having sought and

received submissions for the parties on one withdrawn allegation in particular3 the Panel

found all the withdrawals to be appropriate in the circumstance. The withdrawn

allegations were:

a. allegations 1(b), 1(d), and '1(f).

b. allegations 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), 4(d), 4(e), and 4(f)'

c. allegations 6(e) and 6(f).

d. allegations 7(a) and 7(b).

e. allegations 8(a) and B(b).

f. allegations 9(a) and 9(b).

ln reaching its decision the Panel reminded itself of s. 49 of the Health Professions

Procedural Code and therefore relied exclusively on the evidence presented at the

hearing as contained in the Agreed Statement of Facts (Exhibit 2). The Panel found the

facts contained in it provided a sufficient foundation for the findings of professional

misconduct which we have made.

Penaltv nd Costs

Counsel for the College advised the Panel that a Joint Submission as to Penalty and

Costs had been agreed upon. The Joint Submission which also contained an

Undertakinga signed by the member, was entered as Exhibit 3. Mr. Paliare and Mr.

Srebrolow made submissions in support of the Joint Submission. ln addition, the Panel

sought and obtained advice from its independent legal counsel concerning the approach

that discipline panels should take when joint submissions are placed before them'

3 Allegations 4(a), 4(b), a(c), a(d), a(e), and a(fl.
a Appendix "B" of this Decision and Reasons.
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The Joint Submission invited the Panel to make an order regarding penalty:

i. Requiring the Member to appear before the panel to be reprimanded

2. Directing the Registrar and General Counsel ("Registrar") to suspend the

Member's certificate of registration for a period of 15 months with the

suspension to take effect on February 28,2022.

3. Requiring the Member to reimburse the CCO for funding provided to Patients

A, B, C, D, E, and F under the program required under section 85.7 of the

Health Professions Procedural Code.

4. Requiring that the results of the proceeding be recorded in the public portion

of the Register and published in the Annual Report or other publications at the

discretion of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario.

The College and the Member also requested that the Panel make the following order

regarding costs:

1. Requiring the Member to pay $20,000.00 to the CCO to partially pay for its

costs of the investigation and the costs and expenses of the hearing and of

legal counsel, with the Member to pay $5,000.00 on February 28,2022,

$5,000.00 on April 28,2022, and the remaining $10,000.00 by December 31,

2022. The Member is to provide post-dated cheques for remaining

$15,000.00 on February 28,2022.

The Joint Submission as to Penalty, which was signed by Dr. Bortnick, also contained

the following:

Dr. Bortnick acknowledges that he received advice from his counsel, Gary

Srebrolow, prior to entering into this Resolution Agreement, and affirms that he is

signing the Joint Submission on Penalty and on Costs freely and voluntarily.
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Penaltv Decision and Reasons

The Panel was of the view that the parties had come to a fair and equitable resolution,

having carefully considered the issues of protection of the public interest and the fact

that this penalty serves as an appropriate general deterrent to members of the

profession. This penalty is imposed under former provisions of the Health Professions

Procedural Code (which apply because of the date of the events in issue) which did not

mandate automatic revocation for these types of sexual abuse at the time. The Panel

also considered the signed Undertaking (Exhibit 3, page 3, paragraphs 1 and2 attached

as Appendix B to these reasons) which provides a specific deterrent to the Member as

he will not practice chiropractic in Ontario in the future.

The Paneltherefore made an order:

l. Requiring the Member to appear before the panel to be reprimanded

Directing the Registrar and General Counsel to suspend the Member's certificate of

registration for a period of 15 months with the suspension to take effect on February

28,2022.

Requiring the Member to reimburse the CCO for funding provided to Patients A., 8.,

C., D., E., and F. under the program required under section 85.7 of the Health

Professions Procedural Code.

ilt

IV

V

Requiring that the results of the proceeding be recorded in the public portion of the

Register and published in the Annual Report or other publications at the discretion of

the College of Chiropractors of Ontario.

Requiring the Member to pay $20,000.00 to the CCO to partially pay for its costs of

the investigation and the costs and expenses of the hearing and of legal counsel,

with the Member to pay $5,000.00 on February 28,2022, $5,000.00 on April 28,

2022, and the remaining $10,000.00 by December 31,2022, The Member is to
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provide post-dated cheques for the remaining $15,000.00 on February 28,2022

Administration of Reorimand

It was noted on the record that the Joint Submission on Penalty contained an

Undertakings, that among other things expressly waived the right of the Member to

appealo any decision by the Discipline Committee in relation to the Notice of Hearing.

Further, the Panel confirmed that the Member was prepared for the oral reprimand to be

administered immediately following the Hearing. Consistent with the necessity to

conduct the Hearing via videoconference the Panel administered the oral reprimand in

the same manner at the conclusion of the Hearing.

l, Robert MacKay, sign this decision and reasons for the decision as Chair of this

Discipline Panel and on behalf of the members of the Discipline Panel listed below

Mr. Robert MacKay, Chair Date: March 2,2022

Panel Members:

Mr. Markus de Domenico
Dr. Steven Lester
Mr. Robert MacKay
Mr. Shawn Southern
Dr. Matthew Tribe

5 Appendix "8" of this Decision and Reasons.
6 Paragraph 6 of Appendix "B"
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APPendix "A"

Allegations contained in the Notice of Hearing,
Regarding Dr.Allan Bortnick (Exhibit 1)

TAKE NOTICE THAT IT IS ALLEGED THAT:
1. you have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xb.1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic

Act, 1991, S.O. 1991 , c.21, aS amended, in that, on one or more occasions, you

sexually abused a patient, and in particular:

a) on or about June 29,2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, you sexually abused a patient known as "Patient A.";

and/or

b) on or about December 9,2014, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave'
West, Toronto, Ontario, you sexually abused a patient known as "Patient

8."; and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, Ontario, you sexually abused a
patient known as "Patient C."; and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, you sexually abused a patient known as "Patient D'";

and/or

e) in or about 2OO7 , at your office on I 126 Eglinton Ave. !le_st, Toronto,

Ontario, you Sexually abused a patient known as "Patient E."; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. W9st, Toronto,

ontario, you sexually abused a patient known as "Patient F."

2. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsectio_n

S1(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Acj, 1991, S'O'

1gg1,'c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(2) of Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that on

one or more occasions, you contravened a standard of practice of the profession or failed

to maintain the standard of practice expected of members of the profession with respect

to obtaining and/or documenting informed consent, and/or your assessment, and/or your

treatment,lnd/or your conduct towards, and/or your documentation, and/or your billing,

with respect to one or more of the following:

a) on or about June 29,2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, a patient known as "Patient A'"; and/or
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b) on or about December 9,2014, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave.

West, Toronto, Ontario, a patient known as "Patient B."; and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, ontario, a patient known as
"Patient C."; and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, a patient known as "Patient D."; and/or

e) in or about 2OO7 , at your office on 1 '126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, a patient known as "Patient E'"; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1'126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, a patient known as "Patient F."

3. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsection

51(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O.

1991, c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(3) of Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that on

one or more occasions, you did anything to a patient for a therapeutic, preventative,

palliative, diagnostic, cosmetic or other health related purpose in a situation in which

consent is required by law, without such consent:

a) on or about June 29, 2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient A."; and/or

b) on or about December 9,2014, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave.

West, Toronto, Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient 8.", and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, ontario, to a patient known as
"Patient C."; and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient D."; and/or

e) in or about 2007, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient E."; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient F."

4. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic
Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(5) of Ontario Regulation

852/93, in that on one or more occasions, you abused a patient verbally and/or
physically and/or psychologically and/or emotionally and in particular:
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a) on or about June 29,2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,
Toronto, Ontario, you abused a patient known as "Patient A."; and/or

b) on or about December 9,2014, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave.
West, Toronto, Ontario, you abused a patient known as "Patient 8.";

and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, ontario, you abused a patient

known as "Patient C."; and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, you abused a patient known aS "Patient D.", and/or

e) in or about 2OO7 , at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,
Ontario, you abused a patient known as "Patient E."; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, you abused a patient known as "Patient F."

S. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic
Act, 199'1 , S.O. 1991 , c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(14) of Ontario Regulation

852/93, in that on one or more occasions, you provided a diagnostic or therapeutic
service that was not necessary, and in particular:

a) on or about June 29, 2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,
Toronto, Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient A."; and/or

b) on or about December 9, 2014, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave.
West, Toronto, Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient 8."; and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, Ontario, to a patient known as
"Patient C."; and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient D'"; and/or

e) in or about 2007, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,
Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient E."; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,
Ontario, to a patient known as "Patient F."

O. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic
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Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(19) of Ontario Regulation

BS2/93, in that on one or more occasions, you failed to keep records as required by

the regulations, and in Particular:

a) on or about June 29, 2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient A."; and/or

b) on or about December 9,2014, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave.

West, Toronto, Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient B.";

and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, Ontario, with respect to a patient

known as "Patient C."; and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient D."; and/or

e) in or about 2OO7 , at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient E."; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1 126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient F."

7. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic
Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(20) of Ontario Regulation

852/93, in that on one or more occasions, you falsified a record relating to your

practice:

a) on or about April 2013, with respect to a patient known as "Patient C.";

and/or

b) in or about 2003, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,
Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient F."

L You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic
Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(22) of Ontario Regulation

852/93, in that on one or more occasions, you signed or issued, in your professional

capacity, a document that you know contained a false or misleading statement:

a) on or about April 2013, with respect to a patient known as "Patient C.";

and/or
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b) in or about 2003, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient F."

g. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by

subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic

Act, 1991 , S.O. 199'1 , c. 21 , as amended, and paragraph 1(23) of Ontario Regulation

BS2/93, in that on one or more occasions, you submitted an account or charge for
services that you knew was false or misleading statement:

a) on or about April 2013, with respect to a patient known as "Patient C.";

and/or

b) in or about 2003, at your office on 1 '126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, with respect to a patient known as "Patient F'"

10. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsection

51(1Xc) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O'

1991, c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(33) of Ontario Regulation 852193, in that on

one or more occasions, you engaged in conduct or performed an act or acts, that, having

regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as

diJgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional with respect to failing to obtain and/or

doCument informed consent, and/or your assessment, and/or your treatment, and/or your

conduct towards, and/or your documentation, and/or your billing, with respect to one or
more of the following:

a) on or about June 29, 2015, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto, Ontario, a patient known as "Patient A."; and/or

b) on or about December 9, 2014, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West,
Toronto, Ontario, a patient known as "Patient 8."; and/or

c) on or about April 7, 2013, in lnnisfil, Ontario, a patient known as "Patient C.";

and/or

d) on or about March 2011, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto,

Ontario, a patient known as "Patient D."; and/or

e) in or about 2007, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto, Ontario,

a patient known as "Patient E."; and/or

f) in or about 2003, at your office on 1126 Eglinton Ave. West, Toronto, Ontario,
a patient known as "Patient F."
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Appendix "B"

UNDERTAKING

To: The Registrar and General Counsel ("Registrar")
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO")

From: Dr. Allan Bortnick

l, Dr. Allan Bortnick, undertake to the Registrar and agree to do the following:

1. I will irrevocably resign my membership with the CCO on February 28,2022,

2. I undertake that I will never apply for membership with the CCO in the future

I undertake that, once I resign my membership with the CCO, I will never work in

any position in Ontario that requires membership with the CCO. I will not use the

title ;'chiropractor", practice chiropractic, hold myself out as someone entitled to
practice chiropractic in Ontario, and will not perform any of the controlled acts
permitted to chiropractors under the Chiropractic Act, 1991-

I undertake to pay to the CCO $5,000.00 by February 28,2022, $5,000.00 by April

28, 2022, and $10,000.00 by December 31 , 2022 to partially reimburse it for the

costs of its investigation, its legal costs and fees, and the costs and fees of the

hearing.

I agree that this Undertaking will be posted on the public portion of the
CCO's register, along with the results of my Discipline Committee hearing.

I will not appeal or request a judicial review of the decision of the
Discipline Committee regarding the allegations in the Notice of Hearing dated
April 12, 2021.

I have obtained legal advice from my lawyer, Gary Srebrolow, prior to executing
this Undertaking. I am executing this Undertaking freely and voluntarily after
reading and understanding its contents.

Signed this day of February 2022

Witness Signature

Witness name (please print)
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Dr. Allan Bortnick


